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HOW TO SET YOUR INCOME
GOAL AND ACTUALLY

ACHIEVE IT



Stay focused
Make decisions
Reach the next level
Save time, energy and money

When it comes to setting income goals, it’s really common to get blocked, or feel like you’re not doing it right.

Do you set a BIG STRETCH goal?

Do you add up some realistic numbers on what you know you can achieve?

Or will you put out mixed messages to the Universe if you change it too often?

For a lot of entrepreneurs, picking a number can feel really hard, and many people are scared to commit to a number
in case they get it wrong.

In this worksheet I’ve got some income goal setting tips for you to help you overcome your
resistance to making more money.

Setting an income goal is a really important part of being in business - this alone will help you
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Firstly, don’t overthink it

The most important thing is this: don’t overthink your goal setting to the point that you NEVER do it.

You can just pick a number, and it’s not set in concrete. Goal setting is free – you can do it as many times as you like, and
change it whenever. It doesn’t cost you anything to set a goal.

How to set your income goal

How Perfectionism Gets in the Way
of Goal Setting

Don’t procrastinate with the belief that you’ve only got one shot at it. That’s perfectionism getting in the way, and it’s the
single biggest block to becoming a good goal setter.

 Why do you even need an income goal? Can’t you just wing it?

 Sure you can! 

However, setting an income goal will focus you, and help you make decisions in your business.

When you’re weighing up ideas, you can look at your goal to help you decide which direction will best serve your overall
goals. This can save you a lot of time and wasted effort, too, so you don’t go off in random business directions (been there!). 

Should your goal feel like a massive stretch?

For some people, that’s motivating. I personally like to set big goals and achieve them. But if it’s going to freak you out,
setting a more achievable goal for yourself will make sense.

There's no perfect way to do it!
The next thing to know is that there is NO perfect way to set your income goals. (Or any goals, for that matter!)

 I wish I could tell you that there was one right way to set your goals – it’d make life so much easier!

 But there’s not.

The big secret is that your INTENTION and CLARITY are the most important things and a goal that you change over time, is
better than no goal at all.
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Here are some of the ways that you could set your goal for the coming year. It’ll help you earn more and work less!

1)  Income Plus a Percentage
2)  Calculate a Goal Based on your Lifestyle Costs
3)  Get Strategic
4)  Just Pick a Number!

 Let’s take a closer look at each of these strategies so that you can pick the perfect one for you to uplevel your income over
the next year and give you more financial freedom.

1) Income Plus a Percentage
One of the simplest ways to set your income goal for the year is to take your income for the past year and add a percentage.

The percentage you choose could be based on how much you want your business to grow, or you could choose a number
that feels good to you.

Would 20% feel good to you?

Again, it should be an exciting stretch, but realistic enough to believe it’s possible.

What could be your goal if you used this goal setting method?

4 Strategies to Set Your
Income Goal
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2) Calculate Your Lifestyle Costs
Another way to set an income goal is to think about the lifestyle you would like to have in the next year, and calculate how
much it costs. That will give you a profit figure that’s based on your goals and dreams.

When you can see it on paper, it makes it more real and possible. Somehow, numbers translated into massages, organic food
and travel plans (or whatever lifestyle choices you make) makes it real in a way that numbers on a page sometimes just can’t
do.

What could be your goal if you used this goal setting method?

3) Get Strategic
Think about the products and services that you offer, and how many of each you’d like to sell.

Then look at how much money that will make you, and whether that’s a goal you’re happy with. If you are, then great! Your
goal is made.

If you’re not, then you might need to look at raising your prices or creating something different to sell.

What could be your goal if you used this goal setting method?
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4) Pick a Number, Any Number
In reality, your goal is just a number, so it’s perfectly fine if you want to just pick a number out of your butt and use that as
your goal. Really!

Loads of successful people do it this way, and it works just fine for them.

What could be your goal if you used this goal setting method?

Remember, it’s the clarity and intention that really matter, so as long as your goal is believable and stretches you a bit, it’s
the right goal for you. Here’s how I came up with my prices! 
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If you feel like setting a goal is too hard right now, or you’ve set one and can’t believe you’ll make it, then you’ve probably hit
some money mindset blocks.

That’s really common, and nothing to worry about. I’ve been helping entrepreneurs like you clear money blocks for over a
decade now, and it’s honestly the fastest way, not only to increase your income, but to expand your belief of what’s even
possible for you.

Setting goals can be easy and fun when you let go of having to do it perfectly.

Over the page you’ll find a worksheet to complete with your new income goals.

But not just your overall goal. I want you to set goals around different income streams in your business.

Think about your total revenue goal AND a passive income goal.

If you’ve been wanting to create some more passive income products like a book or a course, then it’s probably not going to
happen without setting a really clear intention to create a new income stream. 

Because you’re probably going to face some resistance and money blocks around it because there’s underlying guilt that it’s
not allowed to be easy.

So - how much of your income this year would you like to come from those passive sources?

And don’t try and do everything. You might not be able to write 5 books or create two new courses this year.

You could package up some of your best blog posts and create your first book. You could take your 1:1 work and package it
up into a short course.

My very first passive income product was a $50 course that I filmed on my iPad. Pretty soon that course made me $1000 a
month, and it freed me up to release some clients, which in turn gave me more time to create more passive income.

Income goal
Money Blocks Around
Setting an

Just pick ONE. And start small if you have to.
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SAVINGS GOAL
Actually opening up a savings account and making a savings goal is a great sign to the Universe that you’re ready for more
money to show up.

And, it takes a huge mindset shift to allow yourself to have excess money.

Before I started getting really into manifestation and money mindset work, I used to spend every single penny that came in.

It just didn’t feel safe for me to have a buffer, or more money than I needed. At the end of the month, I was always broke.

No matter how much money I made.

I lived in a state of constant money stress, but somehow it felt “normal” to be living in that feast or famine mode

After all, that’s exactly how I grew up as a kid.

This is a really big one for us women because we’ve been taught from such a young age that if you’ve got extra you should
give it away to someone else.

You should share what you have, or you’re being greedy.

We feel so uncomfortable when we have a little bit more than we need; like more clients than we “need” to cover our
expenses, or more money in the bank than we need to live out the month.

This is when I see people start to self sabotage.

They may have a little bit of extra money and instead of saving it, they will sabotage it by spending it on something really
frivolous just to get rid of that money because they’re so uncomfortable having more than they need.

So set a savings goal, and take action today too. Start by saving just $5 a week on an automatic debit. And if you already save
money, increase your weekly amount. You won’t even miss it.

Other Goals to Set

You have permission to have more than you need.
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SET A GOAL TO BE DEBT-FREE
Debt is another area that we sabotage themselves with. It keeps you trapped, maybe in a job you don’t like, or obligated to
work with clients you don’t like either.

Pretty much all of my 20s, all of my adult life, I was in a lot of debt.

But it’s also really socially acceptable. All my friends were in debt too.

There’s an energetic comfort level around debt that can be tricky to face. You might also be using your debt as an excuse to
not take action in your life.

When you make the decision to get out of debt, it can mean choosing a corresponding rise in your rates and income, which
often brings out some of your fears and blocks.

It takes commitment and guts to make a plan to rid yourself of debt and then follow through with it, and you need to support
yourself as much as possible, in every way you can.

It’s such a great feeling when you don’t owe anything to anyone; you are under no obligation and you are not trapped to do
things just because you have to pay off debt.

Getting out of debt is a mindset, and maintaining a debt-free life takes commitment to taking both practical and mindset-
supporting steps to support you.

The first step is to get really honest with how much debt you actually have. Face it in black and white.

Then, like the savings account, set up a direct debit to pay more off your debt, even just $5 a week.  You can add this to the
worksheet over the page. 

Every day you could write something like:

“I make Y dollars a year in passive income
I am now debt free!
I have X dollars in savings

If you’re feeling organized, I also recommend that you start a simple spreadsheet, and I mean simple, don’t procrasti-plan - to
track your debts, savings and passive income.

Repetition is the key
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Name

YOUR
Money Goals

Income Goal

Saving Goal

Initial Weekly Savings Payment

Debt-Free Goal
By (insert date_____________), my debt will be down to:

Initial Weekly Debt-Reduction Payment

INCOME GOAL BREAKDOWN
Income Stream 1 Income Stream 2
Description Description

Income Goal Income Goal

Income Stream 3 Income Stream 4
Description Description

Feeling brave? Looking for accountability?
Screenshot this page and send it to me on social media @denisedt or
post it and tag me! Together we can make this a money breakthrough
year for you! 

Income Goal Income Goal
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YOUR
Goal Achievement Plan

Action
Focus on the revenue generating tasks!

Congratulations on setting your income goals - super exciting! 

To help you actually achieve these goals I’ve got six tips for you to prioritize.  Review this list every week and be honest with
yourself about your mindset and the progress you’re making. 

Step #1. Prioritize Money-Making Activities
How many of the tasks on your ‘to do’ list actually generate income?
 
Sometimes you have to be BRUTAL with your time and just focus on things that bring you clients. Getting the perfect color
for your website probably won’t make you money. That’s procrasti-branding! 

Step #2. Systematize and Automate
Many entrepreneurs waste a ton of time doing things manually that they could easily automate. Automate as much as you
can: appointment scheduling, social media posting, and email autoresponders.
 
And even if you don’t want to completely automate something, simply setting up a smart system for it can really reduce the
time it takes.
 
Automating things to make your life easy isn’t “cheating”: it’s being a smart business owner. 

Action
Choose two things to automate in your business, starting from today.

Step #3. Batch Tasks to Save Time
There’s no way I could run a million-dollar business (and raise three young kids), if I had to write, edit and film a post every
single week. 

Action
Try batching a month’s worth of videos in advance instead of doing them all
the night before.  Write 5 social media posts and schedule them up. 
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Step #4. Delegate, Delegate, Delegate
CEO doesn’t stand for “Chief Everything Officer”, so stop doing everything yourself! 
You could seriously be the bottleneck in your business growth if everything depends on your time and energy. 
 
Being a good delegator is often the difference between business overwhelm and business ease.

Step #5. Create Passive Income Products
One of the best ways to earn more with less work is to create a passive income product. 
 
Even if your business is totally dependent on your time and energy right now, you can start small and create something like a
book or audio as your first passive income product. 

Action
You probably already have something that's almost finished – just go and DO IT.

Step #6. Give Yourself Permission
It’s totally okay and safe for you to earn amazing income without burning yourself out or wringing out every last drop of
energy. 
 
It’s totally okay for you to make more money without working harder.

Action
Repeat this affirmation to yourself daily: 
I HAVE permission to earn more and work less.
It’s my time and I’m ready for the next step. 

Action
Make a list!Where could you be getting more help in your business? 

Follow these simple steps and make this your best ever money year! 

xx Denise
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Denise has helped her growing community of 120,000+ business owners overcome their money
blocks and build successful companies. - Forbes.com

Denise Duffield-Thomas is a much-needed voice of practical wisdom for women looking to build a
financially thriving future.  She's also a shining example of what it means to create a business and life
you love while also serving the world. - Marie Forleo, Founder of MarieTV & B-School

Denise Duffield-Thomas is the money mentor for the
new wave of online entrepreneurs who want to
make money and change the world.

She helps people charge premium prices, release the
fear of money and create First Class lives.

Her books "Lucky Bitch", "Get Rich, Lucky Bitch",
and "Chillpreneur" give a fresh and funny roadmap to
living a life of abundance without burnout.

Her books, courses and events have helped
thousands of entrepreneurs all around the world.

She’s a lazy introvert, a Hay House author and an
unbusy mother of 3. She owns a rose farm and lives
by the beach in sunny Australia.

WHO ISDenise Duffield-Thomas

FEATURED IN:
Denise Duffield-Thomas [is] one of the foremost financial advisors for females . - Entrepreneur.com

I am a massive fan of Denise, her books and her courses.  Down to earth, honest, and at times hilarious,
she shows us how to create a truly exceptional life. - Rebecca Campbell, Author of Light Is The New
Black & Rise Sister Rise
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and change the world
REPROGRAM YOUR MONEY MINDSET,

REVOLUTIONIZE YOUR BUSINESS

It's my time and I'm ready for the next step

YOU have a dream to grow your business, earn the money you deserve, 
create your ideal lifestyle and make a real difference in the world.

 
WE have the support, tools, and community to make it happen 

- a lot quicker and easier than you ever imagined.
 

Join over 7,000 entrepreneurs to upgrade your money mindset and 
create your First Class life. 

Money Bootcamp is the game-changing money mindset course and
community that everyone is talking about. 

Money Bootcamp is one of the best investments I've made in myself. Being
surrounded by a supportive group of women focused on up leveling on their own
terms, owning their worth, and creating their wealthy first class life has been life
changing on deep levels for me. I feel confident that this will be a space that I can
grow and expand indefinitely and its now one of only two Facebook groups that I
spend time in. - Morgan Sheets, Media and Marketing Consultant 

Hands down one of the best online courses I've ever done - so many lightbulb
moments to be had! My biggest one was in fact just how much money I already
made. I set a (in my mind) HUGE goal and I literally just realised that in one year I
hit my target income to almost the EXACT number!  - Lara Zibarras,  Psychologist &
Food Freedom Coach

MONEY BOOTCAMP IS THE GAME-CHANGING MONEY MINDSET COURSE
+ COMMUNITY THAT EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUT.

Working harder is NEVER  the answer. 
Transformation starts with your MINDSET.

> Find out more and read the success stories at denisedt.com/bootcamp
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Before Money Bootcamp, I was overwhelmed, rather controlling and of course... super
blocked around money. I took the leap, and within 48 hours someone paid me double
the cost I spent joining the program! This group is fabulous as it's low-pressure, high
vibe and incredibly supportive - it's far from a one and done thing. Denise has created
a community of world-changers, and I'm so glad to be one of them! - Gabi Garrett,
Journalist & Speaker

When I first signed up for Money Bootcamp, I was drowning in divorce debt,
student loan debt, and credit card debt. I am now 100% free of all credit card and
student loan debt (and divorce debt, too)! None of this would have been possible if
I hadn't made the critical internal shifts that determine how I relate to the world,
and to money in particular. I'm so grateful for the lessons I learned here, for the
friends I've made, and for the encouragement, support, and consistent little
upgrades that helped me to manifest this new reality. - Melanie Ramiro,
Photographer & Artist

I joined MBC is time last year and I was feeling pretty terrible about money. I've
earned lots in the past but my story was that I could never hold on to it. Fast forward
a year to last night where I was sitting in bed doing a money quiz, only to realise how
far I've come. Most - not all - of my answers were completely different to what they
would have been at the beginning of 2020. The mindset shifts have been huge. I've
totally reframed my belief that making money is grubby and greedy - the family story
drummed into me as a child. I now focus on all the positives. There is definitely a lot of
work to do, no question, and because of that I'm going to go through Bootcamp again.
Because the past 12 months have taught me that this stuff works! - Colette McBeth,
Storytelling Strategist

Oh my goodness! I have been in this community for less than 2 weeks and I haven’t
even done all the homework for the first two weeks of the course just yet but
major shifts are already happening.   I am giving myself less than 6 months to raise
my pricing to $200 a month or $2000 for lifetime pricing. My product has changed
lives. I hear this on a daily basis. I serve I deserve. Thanks Denise for that
affirmation.  I am so grateful for this community. - Amoya Shante, Freedom Life
Coach

MONEY BOOTCAMP IS THE GAME-CHANGING MONEY MINDSET COURSE
+ COMMUNITY THAT EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUT.

Working harder is NEVER  the answer. 
Transformation starts with your MINDSET.

> Find out more and read the success stories at denisedt.com/bootcamp
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